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Cuba Libre
Krauser PUA | 9 January, 2012 | by krauserpua

Later this week I shall be headed to Cuba with Toe for country three of our Central American jaunt.
We’ve never been. I’ve got some expectations which I’ll detail here. Jimmy went years ago and fucked
eight girls in two weeks without handing over cash. Any other country in the world and that would be a
phenomenal score, especially considering JJ doesn’t bang below a seven and rarely below an eight, yet he
was very blaise about it commenting “you can’t not get laid in Cuba”. He explained it thus:

Girls will approach you all the time. If there’s a particular girl you like, all you need is to say hello and
start a trivial conversation. Be nice, they’ll come on to you. Take them around for a couple of hours like
an instant date, then back to your private apartment to fuck them. It’s soft prostitution. You don’t need
game, you just need convertible currency and a foreign passport then girls will flock to you for the
novelty and the chance to get into tourist-only venues they are normally excluded from.

I’ve checked some forums and it would appear quite accurate. Most of those places are for mongers / sex
tourists and thus those guys end up paying actual cash – they aren’t exactly attractive fellows from the
right-hand side of the male bell curve. So repeat the above formula but with a taxi driver introducing the
girl, zero game, and a $30 cash exchange at the end. This leaves many ponderables. We won’t know for
sure what the score is until we get there, but these are our draft rules of engagement:

No lays go on the official notch count / flag count / lay reports. They don’t count as game.
F-Town is in cryogenic suspension until we touch back in Mexico.
To the extent we can call a lay an achievement, the girl must be extremely hot, a nonpro, selected
by us in a normal cold approach encounter (i.e. not pimped and not selecting us), sticks around until
we dismiss her, and does not get uppity if we don’t pay her.

I suspect I realise now why so many keyboard jockeys rant on about how “easy” it is to pick up girls in
Eastern Europe. I used to think it was the normal hating dynamic where everyone on the internet is a self-
delusional seven feet tall model-banging badass (when not in his mum’s basement playing WoW), the
type of guys who hallucinate about picking up supermodels the moment they step off the plane in
Moscow simply because they have a US passport and a +7 Staff of Enchantment. But no, perhaps there is
an actual logical reason for their delusion and by jove I think I understand it.

These guys are all American

"I adore US passports" - artist's impression of
LIthuania
I’ll  explain.  American’s  generally  don’t  leave  their  own country  and when they  do  it’s  to  nearby
Americanised resorts that sell twinkies and budweiser. I just suffered such a hellhole in Cancun before
decamping to cleaner pastures. What little world history they have is about the collapse of the Soviet
empire in 1989 and the brutal impoverishment there as gangster capitalism ran wild, thus leading many
young women to whore themselves out. They probably still think Eastern Europe is like that. The oil and
gas boom in Russian, the EU membership of Romania and Poland, the ERM mechanism for the baltic
states, the ability for Poles and Bulgarians etc to simply take an Easyjet flight to London and start work
the next day for a high minimum wage (a legal entitlement in the EU treaty)….. these all pass by the
typical American. They don’t realise that Eastern European girls don’t need the money from whoring and
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don’t need a new passport.

What they do see is Cuba. Those girls do need the money and would love to snag a US-passport-holding
boyfriend. Cuba is still a communist hellhole with long queues for the basic necessities of civilised life.
Banging girls in Cuba is a clear case of economic disparities.

A hot Cuban, yesterday
Two weeks from now I’ll have an answer for you. A direct comparison of street gaming in the former
Soviet satellites and “gaming” in the still-Soviet Cuba.
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